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The temporality of everyday life is marked by an irony which is its own
creation, for this temporality is held to be ongoing and nonreversible and,
at the same time, characterized by repetition and predictability. The pages
falling off the calendar, the notches marked in a tree that no longer stands
t\lese are the signs of the everyday, the effort to articulate difference through
counting .. Yet it is precisely this counting that reduces difference to similarities,
that is designed to be "lost track of." Such "counting", such signifying. is
1
drowned out by the silence of the ordinmy.
-

The directions
where

we

we

take within

have been. I chose

our

work

unavoidably begin

where

we

are, but also in relation to

photography as my medium. because it too is a form of counting.

What differentiates it from the counting of time described above is its ability to preserve and
arrest the passage of time, if only in a

fragmentary way. Photography involves a counting that

"keeps track of', and that also results in a silence,
of the past and the presence of the

As far

as

I

can

but a silence that reverberates with the echoes

ordinary.

remember, objects have always held a special place in my life. If I retrace my

steps, my earliest memory has to do with my visual attraction and my sentimental attachment to
them: I am

no more

than two

heading for his swing set.
lace up, and I

am

The bowl is red,

I

or

am

three years old, and I

orange

I

am

that marks the point at which I
as

focused

intently on not spilling its contents.

red, and the handle of the spoon is plastic and of a blood red. A few

years later, I lost that bowl and spoon in transit when

vivid that it feels

walking towards my neighbour's yard

wearing a floral dress, white socks and brown leather shoes that

holding a bowl of raisin bran.

an

am

we

stopped eating breakfast.

moved, and I was devastated. I believe
The memory of that moment is still

so

though I am referring to a photograph of the event when I am remembering it

I also have very vivid memories of helping my father clean out clear plastic milk

bags when I was

quite young, long before recycling was "fashionable." While he was motivated by their use value,
my work

I

as

his assistant was motivated

by an aesthetic appreciation of their transparency and the

Stewart, Susan, On Loging: Narratives of the Miniature. the Gigantic. the Souvenir. the CoUecticm, The
University Press, Baltimore and London, 1984, p. 14

Johns Hopkins
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way the

light danced on the beads of water as we rinsed them out in the kitchen sink.

At the age

of five, I stole my best mend's miniature perfume collection, not for want of their contents, but
due to

an

irresistible

longing to possess them and appreciation for them as objects, miniatures. I

think this urge to possess is what
to

own

moments and

Of the paths

subconsciously brought me to photography,

objects that I can not possess otherwise.

leading out of this history, the one I took has led me to consider the power of objects

and the space, time and paradox of visual
not

since it allows me

representation in which components coalesce,

always as they seem. Photography is a double,

yet still remains separate from it and different in

a

and are

strange twin that resembles its counterpart,

some

way.

There is no

longer a simple origin. For what is reflected is split in itself
[se dedouble en sOi-meme] and not only as an addition to itself of its
image. The reflection, the image, the double, splits what it doubles
[Le rejlet, l'image, Ie double dMouble ce qu'il redouble]. The origin of
2
the speculation becomes a difference.

This fimdamental shift, this inherent element of surprise, is not

understand to

something I need to fully

manipulate or appreciate. If art is meant to create a situation in which

understanding itself is able to change,

for this,

we

need to encounter things

we

do not fully

understand

I

came to

photography after studying archaeology, and this, I realized early on, has made all the

difference.

Initially the effect of the fonner on the later was purely superficial. I pursued an "old"

aesthetic in my work.
was

Archaeology's influence lingered and persisted, but it is only recently that I

made to realize that the two

fields, although quite different, are parallel in their pursuits.

Their object is to record, their CUlTCIlcy is the past,
are

they are both motivated by preservation and

predicated upon specific moments and periods in time, they mark and record time's passage

2 Sallis, John, QQubJe Truth, State University of New York Press, New Yark, 1995, p. 4
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and both deal in vestiges. With the

spirit of an archaeologist. I use my camera in the hopes of

resurrecting and preserving moments and objects. There are two instincts driving me. they comingle and co-exist.

From its

inception, photography has had a somewhat split personality part
-

art, part science.

photographs alter and enlarge our notions
a right to observe. They are a
even
more
an
ethics
of seeing. 3
grammar and,
importantly,
In teaching us

a new

visual code,

of what is worth looking at and what we have

A few years ago. there

was a

distinct shift in my ideology and I started to focus

the commonplace, the quotidien and
other photographers have

pursued similar concerns,

I find it difficult to situate myself within the

of exploration for theorists or critics of photography,

extensively on the subject. I have,

re-presenting

objects almost exclusively. And although I am aware that

larger context of photographic theory with regard to this impulse.
area

on

on

It does not seem to be

a

popular

although philosophers have written

the other hand, found a conceptual

kinship with

contemporary sculptors.

Further
art:

an

exploration led me to the realization that I pray at one of the most sacred altars in modern

Ducbamp's urinal.

His conversion of the commonplace elevated the rectified

almost pictorial realm,

as

it

Ready-made to

emphasized the abstracted nature of recycled objects. Marcel

Duchamp declared the object itself to be art, legitimizing the Ready·made as an art form by the
context of its

presentation.

What was unique about Ducbamp·s work,

presented rather than represented.

What was bom here.

art, and with the concept of artworks

as

was

was a concern

that an object was often

with objects both in and as

objects and objects as artworks.·

Early on in my practice I realized that the purely visual experience of an artwork, although

3 Sontag, Susan, On PhotolDPm:. Farrar, Straus and Giroux, New Y<I'k.

1977, p.

3
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integral, was somehow insufficient. My early work was motivated by exploiting the camera's
ability to isolate movement,
traditions,

and

a

questioning of the medium itself and its various genres,

and contradictions. I wanted to

challenge the expectations, the traditional boundaries of

photography and representation as I understood them.

I wanted to go

the representational, the document. And on occasion, I

even

felt

beyond the purely optical:

compelled to break away from:

photography's inherent two-dimensionality to explore what would happen if I allowed the image
to move beyond the wall

and venture into the third dimension. Would it alter its character or

significance?

No

one

wants to

accept the notion that the world might consist of nothing other than convention.

Art has the social function of representing this "other" to
art conceives

of this otherness

as

society.

A

bourgeois understanding of

the :freedom of art, while art as a critical practice

possible tool for rendering visible the excluded, repressed or unthinkable.

sees

The

these meetings to take

a

The meaning of art will

always depend on the specific context in which artistic practices and audiences meet,
not want

it as

and I did

place with a "straight" photograph.

impulse was to go beyond the subject-object divide and produce images that somehow exist

in the
zone

ambiguous no-man's-land between those two positions, that inhabit a similarly ambivalent

between the constructed and the real. I was, and still am, driven to transfolDl this utterly

familiar thing that is photography,

or

at least to shift it

slightly into the less familiar.

This

medium's particular and unique challenge is its power to mimic, to convince. It has authority, it
has

authenticity,

and it has "truth". I

that

they could be tamed and that attempts to compromise photography's core structure,

d' Ctre, could result in

fought these qualities for a long time, but I finally discovered

undennining the work on some level.

You can start with either fiction or documentmy. But whichever you start
with, you will inevitably reca1I the other.
•

Filmmaker Jean-Luc Godard

its raison
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A concern with the

object and objectivity is one of the common threads that ties together and

motivates my work.
follow its

By exploring the importance of the object, both real and depicted,

interrelationship to perception, reality and representation.

photography's fidelity.
use

it to

manipulate,

But rather than

to "create"

using it to

serve to

I now

I

can

consciously exploit

define the world in front of the lens, I

images and to explore the translation from reality to

representation. By exploiting photography's ability to record the specific details of contemporary
life, I can manipulate its "truth" to address issues and culturally held beliefs surrounding

representation and value. The veracity of the photograph is part of its power structure.
ability to seize life, to seize change, to seize time, and for this very reason,

It has the

it can become

malleable, porous, penneable, and increasingly transparent One way to open up its structure is to
introduce paradox,

fiction, introduce time deliberately, which conversely implies that one can

bring in anticipation, repetition, boredom,

and delay.

My interests also center around the issue of perception, the way individuals intapret visual

experience.
reality.

I

am

engaged in a constant questioning of our existential dwelling in are-presented

It is pivotal to how

our

understanding of the world is realized. Ultimately,

to be open to the risks of being in the world. "If we

little of the world we really see."

4

perception of the world around us.

we

.

always need

stop and think about it, it is astonishing how

Notions of value continue to have
In different ways, my work

profound influence on our

explores ideas ofvalue by testing

the viewers' willingness to believe what various works propose,
conditioned by cultural codes and signs. I draw from the visual

a

pointing to how sight is

language of cultural association,

testing the limits between popular and elite culture through the juxtaposition of a menagerie of
objects.

Historically, institutionally, and ideologically linked through the Enlightenment
based logic of viewing, classifYing, and hierarchising (visual) objects according
to a schema ofrelative values, art history and art criticism ultimately rely on a
4

•

Stolnitz. Jerome, "A CODtested Term: What is Aesthetic'? The Aesthetic Attitude", Aesthetics: The Big 0uesti0l!S.
edited by Carolyn Korsemeyer, Blackwell Publishers, Massachusetts, 1998, p: 79

..
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But what has been forgotten, what has been
powerful apparatus of repression
covered over, is that the interpretive gesture with its asswnption of superiority
...

over a mute object is always based upon a prior rebellion against the object's
power, where we experience not only the object's force, but equally our own
powerful drive to unde..rstand, to possess, that which moves us so intensely.s

What started out

work titled "the

quite innocently as an exercise in avoiding the realism of colour photography (It,

common vs.

the sublime",

The discoveries I made through
the

commonplace.

working on this project

In the aforementioned

project,

the environments that surrounded me. The
paper

hung on a tiled wall, to

a

seems

have grown into

I chose to

a

'

..

virtual obsession with

photograph only the white details of

subject of these images ranged from a ron of toilet

single pipe bisecting a ceiling. The result was a magical

transformation of the mundane into

It

1996) has become a major turning point in my work

images that were described as ephemeral,

even

spiritual.

ironic for a photographer to want to distance themselves from the realism of their

medium. but it must be WKlerstood that herein lies the challenge; The challenge is to circwnvent

photography's potential straightforwardness.

reality.
same

I marvel and

get excited when representation nudges

If photography did not have this hidden layer to it, I don't know that it could hold the

power of attraction for me. As

a

result of this revelatory exercise, I have continued to

explore the banal almost exclusively, because I have finally found a subject that still has

something left to reveal.
Photographs,

too,

can

make strange the familiar sights and objects of our

world, although this is not usually how we think of them. Instead, we tend
think of photographs as providing us with records of how things look
but photographs do not simply record; their fascination is not simply that of
preservation. Photographs transform their subjects. They have the power to
make even the most familiar objects appear strange, the most chaotic events
appear structured, or the most mundane items appear burdened with meaning.
Photographs seem to reveal to us things that cannot be seen with our eyes alone.'

to

S

...

Jones, Amelia, "Art History I Art Criticism, Performing Meaoiog", Perfooning the Body. Performing the Text. edited
by Amelia Jones and Andrew Stephensoo. Routledge, London and New Yark, 1999, p. 39
IS
Savedoff, Barbara E., lransforminS Imqes. How Photogmpby Complicates the Picture. Cornell University Press,
Ithaca and London, 2000, p. 2

·

.
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Is there

a

difference between aesthetic experience and the experiences of our daily life?

There's

a

strange magic that grows out of probing the surface and the awkward subtleties of the

everyday, the familiar.

I found the sublime in the transformation and pennutation

hooked. After the 'all white'

project, I moved on to another called Re-Naissance,

photographed found objects; oil
transformed and

itself: and I was
for which I

cans, used tea bags, chicken bones, and they all came away

strangely present.

There is

something I can only describe as "beyond" vision that

is disclosed in the photographic still. Even after ten years, I

am

still just as fascinated,

perplexed

and enchanted by it.

I have my

the

own

theory.

I think it may have to do with the fact that

light has a different quality in

image realm. Light has transported these images to that place they now reside. and makes up

every particle of their being. It sounds

fanciful, but I think that is why things are shifted in this

ephemeral translation.

explain the appearance of the face of Christ on a used

How else can I

tampon I photographed? The tampon, in reality, bears no traces of this strange apparition, but the-

image does, and it is concrete enough that no mention of it needs to be made.

It is

clearly,

undeniably and confoundingly present in the image.
another perversity an innate preference for the
the real one: the defect ofthe real one was so apt
over
represented subject
to be a lack of representation. I like things that appeared; then one was sure.

Combined with this

was

Whether they were or not was

-

a

subordinate and almost

always a profitless

question.7
The works presented in this exhibition locate themselves somewhere between irony and belief
What

intrigues me is the paradox born out of such a relationship. By concentrating on the

commonplace and the nondescript, the results are far from mundane; the beauty of a light bulb
frozen in ice, their mutual transparency and colourlessness

7

Henry James. Thp Real Thing. 1892

blending to create the most subtle of

14

images.

Instead it provides

ordinary.
me

It is this

an

astonishing revelation of the inalienable strangeness in the most

strangeness that I pursue. My first flirtation with the banal

to the unusual aad sublime in the

it reveals itself unexpectedly and

everyday,

as a

subject awoke

and to the knowledge that through photography,

willingly.

Growing out of the idea of the photographic moment, and how a single instant "becomes"
something else when captured in an image, time is used both as subject and as medium.

I examine

photography's relationship to time through works which expand on, or are defined by, specific
moments;
same

a

video

way as, say,

passage of time,

projection of animated photographic stills that combines immobility and in the
a

sculptor uses mass and volume.

The works I

am

presenting delighi in the

focusing on slowness rather than speed, encouraging the viewer to linger.

I wish to lead the viewer through

mildly coercive play. The gallery,

like the darkroom, becomes

laboratory where senses grapple with perceptions and the mind begins to consider and evaluate.
Whether everyone will perceive the nominally "worthless"

objects that figure prominently as

provocative, when exhibited in an art context, is not the point, rather,

it is the

atmosphere of

disruption and the viewer's expectations or confusion.
we take which determines how we perceive our world. An
attitude is a way of directing and controlling our perception. We never see
or hear everything in our environment indiscriminately. Rather. we "pay
attention" to some things, whereas we apprehend others only dimly or hardly
it concentrates on some features of our
at all. Thus attention is selective

It is the attitude

.

-

surroundings and ignores others.8
So it can be said that the way we perceive is determined by intention and therefore it

can

be

shifted.

8
.

...

•

Stolnitz, Jerome, A Coniestcd Term: What is Aesthetic'? The Aesthetic Attitude", Aesthetics: The Big Ogestiops.
Korsmeyer, BlackWell publishers. Massaclmsetts, 1998 p. 78
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1.

a

1.

an

slight, unreal,

or

effigy, image,

superficialJikeness or semblance.

or

representation

9

Webster's Egcyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary of the FnsJi!lb 'fn8'P'!!L Portland House, New York. 1989
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The still life stands in a metonymic relation to everyday life; its configura
tion of objects does not :frame another world so much as it enters the :frame
ofthis world, the world of individual and immediate experience in a para
dise of consumable objects. Here we can see that all description is depiction,
an effort to enclose a seemingly infinite amount of detail with an absolute
:frame. That ftame is the social convention of adequacy, which functions to

provide closure.

to

Simulacra, the piece that lends its title to dle exhibition, is the embodiment of all my conceptual
concerns.

Literally meaning

image, or represemation","
surrogate

"a slight, unreal,

or

superficial likeness or semblance.

the word 'simulacra' references an

at once identical to and

completely opposite.

An

effigy,

equivalent other, a twin, a

Derrida refers to it in "The Double

Session":
Mimesis bodl furthers and hinders the disclosure of the thing itself: disclosing
12
the thing by resembling it but obscuring it by substituting a double in place of it

This

piece examines issues of photographic mimesis and constructed reality and the question of

originality in relation to the capacity of photography for infinite reproduction. Photo-based works
are

produced as copies, replicas, versions and variations. Surrounded by the extremes ofvarious

modes of imitation,

repetition and recUrrence,

we

have become accustomed to

a

degree of

equivalency evidenced in the eternal doubling of reality through advertising, television, film, the
internet and

now

virtual

reality.

piece at once refutes and promotes the conviction that

This

photographic representation is literal

.

strategies which seem designed to question photography as dle
guarantor of 'truth' and 'reality', the work often subtly traverses the
borderline between an obviously constructed or manipulated subject, on
the one hand, and our continuing belief as to dle veracity of the photo
graph on the other.13
...

10

while

Stewart, Susan, On LoWS: Narratives of the Miniature. the Gjpgtic, the Souvenir. the Collection. The
Hopkins University Press, Baltimore and London, 1984, p. 30
11
Webster's Encyc1o.pedic Unabridged Oictionmy ofthe F.pglj,b Lagguye, Portland House, New York, 1989
12
Oerrida, Jacques, La n;,:mjMtjon. Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1972, p. 213

Jobns
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My goal is not to explore manners of undermining the 'original.'. but rather to

address the

bluning of lines between subjectivity and objectivity, original and multiple, authorship and
appropriation, by examining the degree of self-mimicry, the power of illusion,

and overt

duplication involved in the act of photographing. This required me, in this case, to literally
reproduce my subject, a life-size window composed of glass bricks. Photography becomes the

subject of the work itself The photographs are exhibited in such a way as to skew their reading,
to confound them with the

object that they represent, creating a dichotoiny between reality and

representation.

Transference of the real and its reconstitution, the
results in the functional detour of the
this exhibition make

perception,

one can

a

dismantling and remounting of the image,

object represented. The majority of the works presented in

practice of playing the object against its function. By toying with

explore notions of difference and sameness.

paradoxical the idea of physical transparency,

A

glass block renders almost

while its opaque image counterpart becomes

equally C9nfounding.

Translucency is a midway point between seeing clearly and not seeing clearly.

Light coming through an object called translucent actually has the effect of stopping
is also marked by
you seeing through it properly
Lurching in and out ofvision
14
a very precarious hold on the temporal order of experience.
...

The

...

mutability of appearance is integral to this piece. These domestic objects are a constant, a

symbolic form whose identity is rooted in a conventionally defined appearance, one which
occludes

specific attention.

Only that which could first be concealed appears What is necessary just before the
thing appearing closes back into its presumably stable or anticipated, definitive
fonn? An opening is.required, unique and momentary, an opening that will mark
...

13

'�object

and time", Creatiye Caom. 30 years ofwririnr. Edited by David Brittain.
Grcea. David,
MaDchester and New Yode: Manchester University Press, 1999, p. 267
14
Fer, Briony, "Some translucent substaoce, or the trouble with time", Time agd the imaae edited by Carolyn 8ai1cy
Gill, Manchester University Press. Manchester and New Yode, 2000, p. 77

.

,
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the

A paradox will arise because the thing appearing is
instant
the
it opens up to the visible world, to something like
committed,
very
dissimulation. A paradox will arise, because in appearing, it has momentarily
provided access to this nether place, to something that mig),t evoke the inside, or
better, the inner hell, of the visible world and this is the region of dissemblance,

apparition as such.

-

or

difference.

This piece is

15

essentially an inquiry on the commensurable object,

our relation to

translation that results from its passage from reality to representation. The
the obviousness of mere imitation, it is
may pass for the real

signs

thing

original, the real.

The work

distance, though nothing is done to disguise the unmistakable

Trompe-l'oeil

subverts the object's intrinsic

explore the relationship between appearance and interpretation.

adroit we have become at

are

a

goal is not overcoming

simply making the viewer aware of its trickery.

of human manufacture upon closer inspection.

function and role to

and

from

it, and the

The more

creating copies, the more easily confused we are about the unique. the

I seek to expose

our

contemporary and everyday reliance upon illusory means

methods, plastic foliage, wilderness posters, oil painting reproductions and artificial light,
all

symptomatic of the constructed nature of our common

conflates boundaries between

What unites this meticulous

existence.

cloning of single glass bricks is the piece's scale.

architectural feature within the gallery space. The
of subservience and veneration.

This re-created

reproduces and mimics an

simplicity of its content communicates a sense

Producing this piece involved a kind of ritual, a potentially

infinite series of different but related offerings to the
an

.

original and copy, reality and reproduction.

"life size" window immerses the viewer in a visual paradox which

which

Trompe-l'oeil fonnal1y

same

holy presence, light, the means by

image is born.

Emerging from the dialectic between reality and its representation is a meta-object, in which·
simplicity and grandeur are combined.

IS

Its construction/artificiality becomes more and more

Didi-Huberman, Georges, "The Paradox of the Pbasma", Les essaies: The Tenuous 'maBA, � by Nicole Gingras,
published by Dazibao, Montreal, 1997 p. S5
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pronounced the closer one engages with the piece. The photographs oscillate between two and
three

dimensions, between pennanence and impennanence. The power of this piece exists in the

way it

seems

matter is so

surface

to

suspend the representarional force it nevertheless

so

subtly conveys; the subject

.

unimposing that the essence of the piece becomes light. through subtle nuances in

.

that is both light and not-light. Something that radiates, but
does not iUwninate anything around it An aura closed upon itself: perhaps a form
...

something

-

coming into the lmninosity. It is something like a spectre: it is the demon of
16
dissemblance. It is the gift of dissimulation.

The

images are practically devoid of colour, restricting the visual range to a vocabulary of whites,

greys and the green of the glass. From this imposed monotony,

attempt to articulate this response to
the work, and results in
This installation is

a

utter

work that is

simplicity,

to

magic spells can be cast.

capturing the ephemeral,

The

is also a part of

exploratory, reflective, obsessive and deliberately banal.

oddly meditative in its serial tirelessness, its hunger for increment

extended, ecstatic homage to nearly nothing,

as

-

a

slow,

each photograph repeats its muted message.

The process of contemplation

follows

complements that of reverie; whereas reverie
of
�ectory associations, contemplation is given over to

personal
scrutiny of what is there to be seen. It is, literally, spending time with the
time around it, or standing before it, but time devoted to
object not just
17
at
it
looking
a

-

The

images have both a diversity and an astonishing sameness. They are displayed in an ongoing

inventory of mutations, each one unique, yet each closely related to its neighbor.
ephemeralness of their content,

these images are left looking

as

Because of the

if they are still in a state of

becoming. Photography's power to represent is subverted by the almost complete lack of

representation discemable in these images they become present through an absence.
-

16

"Even

an

Didi-Huberman, Georges, "Superstition", Les men: The TePU9U!i Image, edited by Nicole Gingras. published by
Dazibao, Montreal, 1997 p. 31
17
Armstrong. John, The Intimal" Pbjlmnpby of Art, Allen Lane, The Penguin Press. 2000, p. 8
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object that is hardly there at all may still be insistent in its effects.
seems to

have

nothing to reveal. Nothing happens

another dimension, time, becomes that much more
anger,

must

some

kind of punch line.

.

changes in

space,

conspicuous. Frustration,

confusion and even

Viewers might be left

feeling like they are

"
...

it is

insinuate itself quite slowly. "19 This piece embodies

hope viewers experience the piece as exactly that,

On the surface, this piece

and when nothing much

...

might be some common reactions to this piece.

waiting for something,

"IIJ

which

so

nearly nothing and as a consequence

a measure

of time, and if nothing else, I

they may ultimately conclude was a

waste of time.

18

Fer, Briony, "Some translucent substance, or the trouble with time", Time and the image edited by Carolyn Bailey
Gill, Manchester University Press, Manchester and New York. 2000. p. 69
19
Fer, Briony. "Some translucent substance, or the trouble with time", Time and the image edited by Carolyn Bailey
Gill. Manchester University Press. Manchester and New Yark, 2000, p. 74

OBEISANCE: (0 biI s&ns, 0 be), n.
1.

a

movement of the

2. deference

20

Webster's Encyclo.pedic

1989

or

body expressing deep respect or deferential courtesy

homage.20

UnabricJaed DictionaJy oftbe Enalisb Languaae_, Portland House, New York,
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I'm concerned with ambivalence, with. opposites, with inbaling and exhaling,
things falling apart and things rising, things disintegrating and coming back
with killing things off, as if they existed in cartoon comics and then
together
resurrecting them, so that one set of references is negated as a new one takes its
...

place.
-

At

once

carefree and tense, this

seemingly nonsensical exploration of material and meaning is a

manifestation of my present conceptual
the

quotidien and ephemeral,

of the

Comellia Parkerl

concerns.

This work lies between the sacred and profane.

the conceptual and the concrete. What is at issue, is the recognition

extraordinary diversity of subject positions, social experiences and cultural meanings

which compose the category

"object/fetish".

That is, the recognition that a "fetish" is essentially

a

spiritually or culturally constructed category, which cannot be grounded in a set or fixed meaning
or a

position of absolute Validity.

Everything seen is equally describable; the point of origin is simply the point22of
origin. a place to begin in this gliding across the unruflled surface of things.
My urge is to deconstruct rather than abide by this regime,

to

try to find,

even

if only

provisionally, a place or space in which the hegemony of value has yet to be fully established.
Beyond this urge to deconstruct the arbitrariness of value, I am also in an unapologetic pursuit of
beauty.

These

images are like homages. They are mounted in light boxes and seem to hover before us.

Their

glow, their interior luminosity, transfotmS them into

images of fetishes
as

shrines to the banal.

By presenting

with those of utilitarian objects, and positioning them within the

though they were interchangeable,

as

same context

though this was not the most natural of couplings,

I

am

pointing to the SUbjectivity of our evaluation of objects. "Every sign bears a capacity to allude

21

Crowther, Paul, "The Postmoclem Sublime, Installation and Assemblage Art", Art .\ Desip Profile NQ. 40: The
Sublime. SCDSlbiJitjes ofTragscendence and Shock, VCH Publishers Inc, Florida, 1995, p. 14
SteWart:Susan, On Jgngipg. Narrptiyes of the Miniature. the Gigantic, the Souyenir. the CoUectim. The Joims
Hopkins University Press, Baltimore and London, 1984, p. 51
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not

only in a 'correct'

fashion but also

by a process ofmisallusion." 2lt want to question the

associations we make to inanimate objects, and the power we choose to ascribe to
to others. This tension is made all the more obvious

of the most banal
a

origin (a used light bulb,

a

by tile inclusion

white scrub

brush,

a

of

,

some

and not

inappropriate' surrogates

matchbook,

etc

...

). By creating

newly decentered collective subject, I can subvert, manipulate, and transfer the culturally held

beliefs and meanings that surround each

object.

Categorizing is not the sin; the problem is the lack of desire to examine the
categorizations that are made the problem is the failure to assume
responsibility for examining how or where we set our boundaries.14
...

A dialectic of affiliation and difference is set up in order to create the formal
an

challenge that unites

otherwise miscellaneous group of objects through their representation. What appears to be a

random group is really quite deliberate,

banality of some of the objects,
mask underlying contextual

insinuating rather than insisting on their gestalt The

with their anonymous,

manoeuvres.

Through juxtaposition, I try to make their

inconsistencies less obvious and their similarities
Alienated from their original context and
viewer's

sense

unspectacular form, is a subterfuge to

more

apparent, reducing objects to detail.

function, their new context becomes everything. The

of value might adjust to this reordering; this playful

questioning of structures,

the

crossing of boundaries, not adhering to the rigidity of fonnedy unquestioned purposefulness, the
refusal to accept the authority of the

preconscribed, to become acclimated to the re-ordering of a

thing's "thingness".
is often characterized by
interventionist strategies which ftagment, collect and montage together
bits of recorded experience in order to produce a shock of recognition. As
Hal Foster noted in The Retum ofthe Real (published by MIT Press, 1996),
there is a sense in which the artists set themselves up as erratic anthropologists
foraging in the ephemera of ordinary life and revealing it as disturbingly

Contemporary art that plunders the 'everyday'

'other'.2S
13

Stewart, Susan, On Lonains: Narratiyes ofthe Miniature. the Gigantic. the Souvenir. the Collection. The
Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore and London, 1984, p. SO
14
Williams, Patricia, The A1cbemy ofBac:e and RisbW, Cambridge. Mass., Harvard University Press, 1991, p. 102
2S
Lowry, Joanna, "Photography, video and the everyday", Creatiyc Camn 30 years ofwritjpg. edited by David
Brittain, Manchester University Press, Manchester and New York, 1999, p: 280
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All of the

objects are given the same importance, treatment, and positioning. They have all been

frozen, photographed imbedded in dense blocks of ice. Freezing is a well known and widely used
method to slow down the natural process of decomposition. The 'ritual' treatment of these

objects, this gesture,
such

an

is intended

as a comment on

unstable material also draws attention to

the elitism. of preservation practices. The

impennanence, and transitional

use

of

states.

There is a freezing of a moment that is reminiscent of a shutter closing. This is
the temporary deeth, the moment of detachment ofthe subject, the flickering in
and out of the picture.

26

By using found objects and personal fetishes, I do not propose or suppose that these objects are
neutral

or

devoid of their

own means

saturated in power relations.

of expression. Rather, I

am

mining the fact that they are

My interest centers around the question of whether,

and how, the

relationship between an object and its meaning is determined by perceptual patterns

.

virtually any consumption experience can take on the coloring of any kind
of value depending upon who is doing the consuming and perhaps, who is
27
assigning the value. Perhaps Status (like beauty) is in the eye ofthe beholder.
...

-

Through this cfeContextualization,
back another>

a new

the

objects are not robbed oftheir objecthood,

but are

given

kind of coherence and centerdness, of demarcation from other things, and of

otherness. 'This installation is further motivated by the conviction that there must be an increase in
the joy

one

takes in an object.

Although there is a sentimental quality to this work,

less a critique of sentimentality,
our

or an

it is

decidedly

impassioned circumscription of desire, than a critique of

contemporary values. Value itself seems to have become the first

subject of this investigation.

Value is relativistic

By relativistic, I mean that value is (a) comparatiVe (involving preferences
among objects ); (b) personal (varying across people); and (c) situational
28
(specific to the context)
...

.
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This piece challenges the belief that people collect with a higher standard in mind,

others will look at their choices.

place,

next to

knowing that

My choices stem from the belief that one should never hesitate to

each other, concepts

or

images that don't quite seem to match. The more farfetched

the comparison, the more illuminating it might tum out to be.
The first commonplace of taste is contained in the proposition under cover of
which every one devoid of taste thinks to shelter himself from reproach: every
one has his own taste. This is only another
way of saying that the determining
ground of this judgement has no right to the necessary agreement of others.29

29

MothersiJl. Mary. Beauty Restored. Clarendon Press. Oxford, 1984.

p. 367

RE-CASTING PHOTOGRAPHY

27

In this

installation, photography is 're-cast', and images no longer state themselves irreducibly as

fact, but rather they force us to question the implications of their form.
There is something compelling about these photographs, in the ambiguities
poised between realism and abstraction, between three-dimensional space and
a two-dimensional image, between object and image. But these images do more
than play on the ambiguities inherent within a perspectival system of spatial
is at the
representation, they raise the spectre that the 'truth'
same time capable of being (and in some sense is always) a fiction.
...

ofth('.;pho��

Through a taxonomic gesture,
resin envelops the

images,

the

like

photographs in this installation have become fetisbized. Tinted

specimens in amber. They are trapped, encased,

the context of the everyday, alien and alienated. The
time

shielded

against

objects they represent become preserved in

capsules, rather than consigned to the transience of their neglect or obsolescence.
This strategy of ostensible preservation has more complex ramifications:
for again it gives the appearance of having aged; and further signifies that
no matter how mundane an item is, turns of personal and historical circum
31
stance can render it precious and thence worthy of preservation.

These banal

objects are rendered strange by the fact that their scale is altered, miniaturized,

disrupting the viewer's usual perspective.
of the

These

sculptures also disrupt our normal expectations

photographic image's relationship to time

.

whenever we speak of the context of reading, we see at work a doubling
which undermines the authority of both the reading situation and the situation
or locus of the depiction: the reader is not in either world, but rather moves
...

between them, and thereby moves between varieties of partial and transcendent
vision. Situation within situation, world within world there is a vacillation
between the text as microcosm and the situation of the reader as microcosm.
32
Which contains which is unresolved
-

...

Within each hermetic mutation, the movement is twofold:

preservation and separation

are

30
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inextricably linked. They represent a wistful wish to thwart the passing
anachronistic forms combine photography and

sculpture in

a new

and reality come

photograph

as

together, forcing us to

see tile

of time. These mutated

and unfamiliar context. Fiction

occupying both reahns

simultaneously.
speaks to us of the past and of the absence of the object, then
sculpture speaks to us of the present and of the presence of the object. What's
is how these different constructions of space and time interact.
interesting
The concept of a fictional present suggests that it may be possible to move
photography beyond or outside of its seemingly exclusive attachment to a
moment that has passed. Indeed, it would seem a particular effect of the
theatrica1ization of space that certain photographs may create a sense of
time that has been detached from the specific and passing moment. This
sense of suspended or extended temporality, in which the logical relations
of linear time-space have been displaced in favour of a kind of allegorical
If photography
...

theatre.

33

Extracted from their natural

cycles ofuse-value

and detritus, the objects become momento

mori,

leading to meditations on transience and permanence. By drawing on the anthropomorphic
equation between individuals and museum objects, this installation

also sets up

a

contrast

between forcible extinction and the paradoxical permanence of the ephemeral. There is
intentional

shell,

a

parallel to displays in museums of natural history,

fossil,

a

where

some

an

primal structure:

a

mineral, which is known to have astronomic numbers of variations, while Still

retaining its status as precious and unique,

is only presented to the visitor in

minutely small

samplings.

.

The elements that make up the

sculptural pieces coexist in a paradoxical and parasitic

relationship. These objects appear as though they have been fabricated by the slow progress of
time, born from a distant past
in this

in

some

kind of reverse

archaeology. The juxtaposition presented

piece borders on the absurd, exploiting the tension between uniqueness, mass-produced

seriality and anonymity.

33

-

The approach is one of mimicry and uncaniness; each of these works is

Green. David, "Between object and image", Creative Camqa. 30 years of writing, edited
Manchester University Press, Manchester and New York, 1999, p. 268

by David Brittain.
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scrupulously crafted to take on the "look" of amber, and their formal characteristics also
the mass-produced objects which inform them.

allude to

Although at first glance it seems to be a work that

exalts and celebrates the artificial, if anything, it mourns the natural.

Having "cut themselves free of the frame" these photo-based sculptures make no secret of their
·.1

hybrid character, mingling modernity and antiquity, figuration and abstraction. By playing on the
notion of the natural, these

sculptures run the risk ofbeing experienced merely

Their compositional balance is teasing and precarious.

pictorial.

between

perfonnance and silence,

as

visual gags.

They exist between the theatrical and the·

the past and the present Notions of 'passing

other', through assimilation and transformation,

are

as

examined in terms of this morphology and

adaptive mutation. These sculptures present a spectacle based upon concepts of mimesis, the
morphology of nature, temporal and physical manipulation and preservation strategies.
commercial
imitations.

Our

society has become so distanced from nature that there is a huge market for

By practicing a kind of reverse taxonomy, the natural becomes masked in artificiality

and the artificial

masquerades as natural.

This detour of the real,

by way of its function and

duration, has endowed these sculptures with many constitutive ambiguities.
A reduction in dimensions does not produce a corresponding reduction in
significance; indeed, the gemlike properties of the miniature and the feats
of micrographia make these forms especially suitable "containers" of aphoris
34
tic and didactic thought
...

The point at which a natural process loses its 'naturalness', and becomes part of an increasingly

synthetic whole, is the focus of this installation. The duality between reality and its
representation,

or more

specifically, between the image and the virtual image.

is set up, where these issues

J.4

can

coalesce and can be further

An

imaginary site

investigated through a material

Stewart, Susan, On Lonsins: Narratives of the Miniature. the Gipgtic. the Souvenir, the Collection. The
University Press. Baltimore and London, 1984, p. 43

lohns Hopkins
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"reality".

The importance of preserving traditional

photography's increasing monopoly,
revolutionized

photography,

in the face of digital

flows through the subtext of the work.

preservation and our concept of memory.

Photography has

It exists to preserve, but who is

going to

preserve it?
While

everything in the world may be subject to transfotmanon, to extinction,
photography seems to stop the course of events midstream. It is mesmerizing:
3S
it sets, then preserves, the traces of an ephemeral reality that is fated to disappear.
This dialectic

provides

an

insight

into the conditions and consequences of the present, where

totalizing atopia flares with even greater menace.

3'

Jean. Marie-Josee, "The Incorporeal", photographic & JmmatCriaJit6, Vox Populi, Monttea1, 1997, p. 48
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INIDIFFERENT SPACES

32

The object, photographed
Fades and then regains fonn.

Solid shrinks to membrane.
Membrane swells to organ.
The skin of things
Shifts in the skin of space.

During the process of negotiating this exhibition,
pursue
areas

an

I

came to

36

realize that

even

though I obsessively

ideology of recuperation and preservation as the subject of my work, validating those

that are overlooked, discarded

not extend to the whole of my

or

taken for granted, I have to admit that this mentality does

practice. Eighty percent, if not more,

the course of the last decade sit

idly in binders, silent,

preserved, but to what end? Ultimately,

I have

stored away,

of the

images I have taken in

meticulously ordered and

relegated them to yet another limbolike

space, that

of the archive.

Every image of the past that is not recognized by the
present,
37
own concerns, threatens to disappear irretrievably.

as one

of its

The archive is a place where moments and memories can be preserved. All art works
from

a

derived

particular situation and consciousness, extracting observations and private histories from

the artists' archive of personal
are

are

experiences.

Rather than a

single obvious reading,

available in this video installation. A constant oscillation is offered between

several

readings

reality and

memory, fiction and document, loss and retrieval, the communal and the private. It becomes a
site for the contemplation ofloss

In

theory,

or

of promise.

the goal ofthe archive is very noble, but in reality, archives are often private and

inaccessible, remaining beyond the reach of those they were intended to serve. Archives call to
mind the mythic

36

figure of the private collector, secretive, obsessive, and engaged in antisocial

Mandelbawn. Ann, The Measure of All Thinss: on the relationships between photography and objects. edited by
Peter Weiermair, Edition Stemmle, Zurich and New York, 1998, p. 43
37
Walter Benjamin, "Theses on the Philosophy of History", thesis V, "Sticky images: the foreshortening of time in an
art of duration", Time aod the image. edited by Carolyn Bailey Gill, Manchester University Press, 2000, p. 79
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hoarding. rejecting all balance and proportion. reducing

the

sum

of pleasure available to others

by withdrawing his trophies from the sight of anyone else.

By transforming these images into a video,
order to

I want to present the

acknowledge the overlooked in my own practice.

The video is

representation of photography's ability to gather infonnation.
diffuse it all. Just

as

the lens allows

me to

private space of the archive in
an

allegorical

and the photographer's

edit life, I also edit the contents of my archive,

revealing some and dismissing others. These exclusions are part value judgement,
inability to process all the material manifestations of my practice.

therefore no

It becomes

a

site between two

it takes place in a time that is outside history and public time,
is figured as both, therefore more private and more 'real'. 44
As the site of passage from one space to another, this unique zone

private from public,

possible.

The

more

destroyed, and

-

a

which

time that

distinguishes interior

appearance from disappearance, present from past

the rarefied nature of the image and of memory. It is

fragile the threshold,

a

dense

points, a place of suspension.

...

from exterior,

on a

-

speaks to

place that permits a glimpse of all that is

the more disturbing the experience of contemplation

will be.

This piece also addresses the role photography and the archive

play in mediating history and

memory. Before photography, and excluding written accounts, memory was completely

relegated to the individual.
importance placed upon memory throughout
memory was thought o( almost without exception. as something
positive. Forgetting, by contrast, had entirely negative connotations; to forget
meant to lose or fail to retain something, resulting in an absence or an emptiness
It would be hard to understate the

the ages

44

...

an

give them aU equal

the video consists of images of spaces that have now been

longer exist.

and in part

The video draws

collection of imagery taken over a ten-year period, and not being able to

representation.

inability to

,

Lowry, Joanna, "Photography, video and the everyday", Creative Camera: 30 years ofwritina edited by David
Brittain. Manchester University Press. Manchester and New York. 1999 p: 280
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precisely where a memory should be.

Photography is intimately and innately bound to a process of remembering.

photographs become part diary, part archive,

and partly

a measure

Like memories,

of time past.

Immobility and silence are not only two objective aspects of death, they are
also its main symbols, theyfigure it
the snapshot, .like death, is an
instantaneous abduction of the object out of the world, into another kind of
time
In all photographs, we have this same act of cutting off a piece of space
and time, of keeping it unchanged while the world around continues to change,
46
of making a compromise between conservation and death.
...

...

Photographs hold a unique position. They can straddle the confines of time, and·resurrect. Many
of the images

are

of intermediate spaces, of windows, doors and staircases that become

"gateways", or points of entry, to this other dimension.

If the

photograph

becomes

'makes time stand still', when it is placed in a video format, and animated, it

paradoxically about both stillness and the passage of time.

projected, the photograph dematerializes,
remains constant, the

are

images become fleeting. While the projection

images flow in and out of this reflective surface, they disappear and

reconstitute themselves only to
on, and arrest, of time

mediums

the

When the photographs

disappear once again.

It is these effects of duration, of time

going

being suddenly cut, which co-exists in this marriage between two

.

there are different kinds of duration, different temporalities, which operate
in the artwork.
work(ing) against the grain of one another Duration could
be definite or indefinite, longer or shorter; as opposed to the immediacy of the
7
actual present, duration has a past as well as a present and maybe even a future .•
...

...

...

.,

Gross. David, Lost lime: On Remembering and Forgetting in I., Modem Culture. University ofMassachuscus
Pn:ss. Amherst. 2000, p. 1
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A video
are not

projection exists only when the light that filters it meets a surface. The

physical spaces, but a space in time.

both real and virtual

In this space

an

spaces it presents

immersive journey is created

through

imagery in a strange convergence of movement and stasis.

It would thus be more accurate to say that the image, when projected, transmitted.
transformed into light waves, is deteritorialized, unmoored from its photographic
support, better able to travel through space. Its trajectory ends when the waves
reach the wall, the screen or some other receptive surface, and are transmuted into

.,

Sometimes the image may float out of its support, be suspended in space,
be carried by its own lwninous volumes or by the radiance of its support, as
though the image were tracing focal points situated outside of its frame, a kind of
ungluing of its support, mitigating the materiality of the image. This is not to say

images.
or

that the image has renounced the material world;
the midst of reality.

The video leads the viewer on
a

on

48

an

abstract

the contrary, it places itself in

looping trip around an unidealized urban landscape,

journey that goes nowhere and everywhere.

on

Animation allows for the creation of a layered,

simultaneous narrative that explores our sense of time and place, of memory, and of death. It
shifts our normal

experience of a photograph into something strange and wonderful, recording

movement of unknown and

the photographic

of experience,

unknowing origin.

At once the piece marks the

'fragmentation' of

image, while also pointing to the 'acceleration' of our perception, and our sense

through the influence of media These works reveal how different mediums, both

rooted in representation,

can

alter the way we process

our

world; in a fragmentary way and at a

faster pace.
emerge as traces of an action in real time, a time which is quite
different from the aestheticized time ofthe (still) which we find in the pure

Photographs

...

constructed image or in the melancholy lost time of the historical document
The power
lies, not in the integrity of the still image, but in what Barthes
calls the 'blind field around its edges', the off-screen space and time which
its mere presence implies.... The expressive potential of the visual language
49
ofvideo
its ability to code this sense of the 'real' in real time.
...

...
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The flow of the images in the video is like
process,

as

a

delicate gesture that echoes the

they alternate between apparition and disappearance.

photographic

It becomes

a

unique mode of

image-inscription, a way of reinserting recollections by offering up images that leave traces, like
the
a

vestiges recorded.on a negative.

well-choreographed dance,

as

The images revolve with an exquisite slowness,

silent motors do the turning. The immobility of the

moving like
.;

representations only heightens their movement.

With traditional

image,

the viewer decides the amount of time consecrated to each

photographic stills,

but video acts to inverse this relationship,

attention. I chose to

use

video

as a

using its own duration to retain the viewer's

way of coercing viewers into

looking more closely at images

they might otherwise process in a glance. Through the use of animation, the photographic stills
are

brought to life,

controlled

and the amount of time allotted to their viewing is predetermined and

.

the photographic lexis has no fixed duration (= temporal size): it depends,
rather, on the spectator, who is the master of the look, whereas the timing of the
cinematic lexis is determined in advance by the filmmaker. Thus on the one side,
...

"a free rewriting time";

on

the other, "an imposed reading time"

so

...

The movement in the video is not done to restore movement to the photograph, because there
none to

begin with. The movement becomes symbolic

past. Images move

across

the

screen

of the reactlJaUzation of an

was

image from the

emerging, merging and fading as though from memory,

suggesting that images too remember.
The image is

inseparable from the motion that makes it appear before our eyes, and just
as inseparable from the motion that makes it disappear. In this paradox we recognize the
This paradox is the breath of the image
it reveals "the
very reason the image exists
return of something that does not come back"
Thus, the image
Blanchot)
'(.Maurice
of
this
exists by this tension, because
motion.
...

..

,

...

'"

..

Metz. Christian, "Photography and Fetish The Critical Image. &gys OIl Contemporary PhotomPhy. Squiers,
Carol, edit, Bay Press, Seattle, 1990 p. 155
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Gingras. Nicole, Les essais: The Tenuous Image, Dazibao, Montreal, 1997, p. 21
,

J'ai aime regarder

I liked to watch

errer

to wander

fermer les yeux

to close my eyes
in the act of voyeurism

fl�tdelitdevoyeurigne
le photographe est voyeur
Regarder les choses
que I' on ne veut pas regarder

S2

the photographer is a voyeur
who looks at
what he doesn't want to seeS2

Depardon. Raymond. Le Mois de la Photo a Montreal. SmtmnW 1991, Vox Populi, Montreal. 1991, p. 43
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I

am

bound to

an

art form threatened With

all the recent innovations and

changes in technology,

planted in what is now referred to
spoke of it as a choice,

eclipse by the omnipresent new media

but there

as

"traditional"

was no

or

In the midst of

I have chosen to remain both feet

"chemical" photography. Truth be told, I

choice to be made. To think that these new advances

simply?add up to progress, or to the evolution of a medium, is naive.
influence of technology on the medium of photography,

we

When

cannot lose

discussing the

sight of the vast

differences between traditional and digital modes of reproduction and representation.
very different

firmly

They are

animals, with equally different offspring. I am often asked why I choose not to use

these new technologies, and to

integrate them in my work.

not drawn to them at the moment.

I cannot say that I

never

will, but I

am

Beyond my ambivalence, there are many other reasons: the

main ones being the many things I have left

to

explore with regards to "traditional" photography

and my love of the darkroom process and the hand-crafted print. Furthermore, my aesthetic and
theoretical interests

are

rooted, in part, in what can arise from the alchemy of the darkroom and

the particularities of the photographic apparatus itsel£ The process,

quality and craft are quite

literally irreplaceable, especially when considering silver-based papers and black and white
photography. I concur with Laura Mulvey's sentiment,
recently began to pay attention to the aesthetic and theoretical issues raised
by the arrival of digital and computer generated imagery for photographic
media My reaction to the new technologies has not been to look forward or
53
even to attempt to analyze the complexities of the present, but to look backwards.
I

The ultimate

irony bom from this new context that I find myself in, is that it has not only

redefined photography, it has also

managed to redefine me as a photographer. I now find myself

included in traditions and categories to which I formerly did not belong. Prior to

digital

photography, my photographic work was not considered "traditional" because my tendencies

S3

Mulvey, Laura, "The Index and the Uncanny", Time and the imge. edited by Carolyn Bailey Gill. Mandtesca'
University Press, Manchester and New York, 2000, p. 139
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leaned towards the
to be

new

These

experimental

changes, have not only altered the face of what we know

photography, they have also managed to redefine those working within its tradition. This

climate in

the,photographic arts has simply resulted in grounding me more than ever in

tradition and has fed my work as subject not object.

The work I present in this exhibition

can

be

seen as a

continuation of a practice in which

imaginary "site" is investigated and manipulated through
reality to its photographic likeness

is not

its material

an

reality. The transition from

always straightforward, there is no

such thing

as an

unmediated representation.
One

[is]

centred

on

what I shall call resonance and the other on wonder.

I mean the power of the

By

displayed object
beyond its
formal boundaries to a larger world, to evoke in the viewer the complex,
dynamic cultural forces from which it has emerged and for which it may be

resonance

to reach out

taken

by the viewer to stand. By wonder I mean the power of the displayed
to convey an arresting sense of
object to stop the viewer in his or her tracks,
S4
to
evoke
an
exalted
attention.
uniqueness,

The act of photographing

result in

can

add

a

layer of meaning, and the "mimicry" of reproduction may

confounding the literal recording of the real.

to my work. Even

the most accurate representation

or

This idea of transfonnation is fundamental

display of an object taken directly from

reality acquires a second sense when it is transported into the domain of representation.
All fictions, both oral and written, lend lyric structure to our experience,
but the convergence of fictiveness and print is particularly conducive to an
and a metaphorical existence that is both substitutive
experience of simultaneity
55
and predicative.
.

I like to describe my work as

existing in a mundane and ritual bound utopia motivated by my own

idiosyncratic absolutes. This exhibition serves as a forum through which I can explore the

.

metaphorical, functional, ritual, sentimental and cultural connections between people and objects.

S4

Greenblatt, S., "R.esonance and Wonder", in I. Karps and S. D. Levine (ed.), Exbibitina Cultures The
and Politics of Museum Disgiay, Smithsonian Institution Press, 1991, p. 42
,
Stewart, Susan, On Lonaina: Narratiyes of the Miniature. the Gigantic. the Souvenir. the Collection. The
Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore and LOndon, 1984, p. 21
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The macro and the micro, the visible and the invisible, the

together in this exhibition,

rare

and the

commonplace are drawn

and through interventions that are minimal and delicate, there results

a

fonn of alienation.

;

Obsession to the nth degree is what motivates my worshipful

replications of the everyday.

This

indefatigability; this one-after-another seriality; comes from a willingness to baftle and bore and
confuse and

a

conviction that

complexity resides in simplicity.

speak of pearls. But pearls don't make the necklace; it's the string
Everything depends on the plan, the outline.
You

(Letter from Flaubert to

Louise Colet,

February 1,

...

1852)"

This exhibition has allowed me to address a variety of themes which are all interrelated, and
which address the photographic

enigma I speak of it as an enigma,

volumes about its verisimilitude and its
confounds me.
The

straightforwardness, because it confounds the real and it

Photography assimilates reality, to then dissimulate it through its representation.

image has all the constituent parts of the reality it reflects,

together in quite the same way.
at

while others write copious

I compare it to

but they have not been put back

looking sideways at something instead of directly

it, you still see it, but there is something about the positioning that does not allow the

experience to be quite the same, even though the same thing is being experienced.

Photography not only secures the admittance of various objects, ftagments of
objects, details of objects to the museum; it is also the organizing device:57it
reduces the now even vaster heterogeneity to a single perfect similitude.

56

Gross. David, Lost Time: On Remembering and Fnrgetting in Late Modem culture. University ofMassacbusetts
Press, Amherst, 2000, p. 1
Y1
Crimp, Douglas, "On the Museum's Ruins", in Hal Foster (ed.), The Anti-Aesthetic Essays on
Postmodem Culture. Bay Press, 1983
-
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